Open-Call
Buratinas-Tour de Belgique
nadine vzw

Buratinas- Tour de Belgique is organised by nadine, and will take place in belgium from 27th of june until end of july
during Wandering Arts Biennial, a festival of slow-mobility related art projects organized in Brussels from mid-june until
end of september.
During one month a crew of artists will use Buratinas, our solar powered boat, for an expedition-residency connecting
the cities of Brussels, Charleroi, Mons, Tournai, Gent and, Brussels
At this occasion, Buratinas will become a mobile studio, exploring from the water level point of view those territories,
and paying attention to their various constitutive layers such as history, social life, culture, ecology, landscape etc.
Micro-events will be organized by the crew during the main stops, to present our project and meet the public.
The project will be documented online, and will eventually become a printed publication.
A first exhibition of the project and its productions will be set up mid-september in Brussels.
Buratinas : (rus. Буратино) Pinocchio
Buratinas is a solar powered boat. It’s an artistic project
developed by nadine vzw since 2011, questioning
sustainable energy, slow mobility, ecology, public space,
water ways in cities, landscape, and territories.
The boat is 4.80m long and 2.40m wide, moves at a
speed between 0 and 10km/h and has a cabin where 4
persons can sleep.

Who can participate ?

Practical infos :

this call is open for any person that can be interested by
the project : visual, and sound artists, performers, writers,
architects, urbanists, historians, anthropologists etc..

-the boat is slow and vulnerable to the weather, you can
expect some temporal and climatic contingencies.

How to apply ?
We ask you to send us a short proposal, to give us
an idea of the direction your work could take during
this project, and a link or a document to present your
practice.
We also need to know the dates you would be able
to participate, in order to set up a calendar of the
participations.
Contact :

Web sites :

buratinas@nadine.be
bruna@nadine.be

http://buratinas.be
http://nadine.be

Pacôme Beru
0485 467 087

upcoming :
http://wab.nadine.be

-you can participate to Buratinas - Tour de Belgique for
the duration you like, between the 27th of june and end
of july. The ideal would be for you to be onboard at least
few days in order to absorb this specific framework and
play with it.
-If there are a lot of participants, we will mix boat, bike
and foot walks to not over-populate the boat.
-we will mainly sleep in tents and in the boat
-food costs will be taken in charge by the organization.

